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ABSTRACT: We investigate here a possible mechanism for
the room temperature negative differential resistance (NDR) in
the Au/AN-OPE/RS/Hg self-assembled monolayer (SAM)
system, where AN-OPE = 20-amino,50-nitro-oligo(phenylene
ethynylene) and RS is a C14 alkyl thiolate. Kiehl and co-workers
showed that this molecular system leads toNDRwith hysteresis
and sweep-rate-dependent position and amplitude in the NDR
peak. To investigate a molecular basis for this interesting
behavior, we combine first-principles quantum mechanics
(QM) and mesoscale lattice Monte Carlo methods to simulate the switching as a function of voltage and voltage rate, leading to
results consistent with experimental observations. This simulation shows how the structural changes at the microscopic level lead to
the NDR and sweep-rate-dependent macroscopic I-V curve observed experimentally, suggesting a microscopic model that might
aid in designing improved NDR systems.
’ INTRODUCTION
Esaki’s discovery of the negative differential resistance (NDR)
in Ge p-n diodes opened a new phase in semiconductor
devices.1 NDR devices could enable faster and more efficient
circuits by reducing the number of transistors required; hence,
they also have many potential applications such as high-speed
integrated circuits and low-power memories. As the scale of
electronic devices is reduced toward nanoscale sizes, it will be
useful to realize NDR in molecular electronic systems.2-13
Derivatives of oligo(phenylene ethynylene) (OPE) have been
identified as possible candidates for the molecular junctions due
to their rigidity and highly conducting (fully conjugated)
characteristics.5,11-19 Chen et al. reported that a self-assembled
monolayer (SAM) of amino-nitro-substituted OPE (AN-OPE)
between two Au electrodes exhibits NDR at 60 K with an applied
voltage of ∼2 V. The current-voltage (I-V) curve is fully
reversible, but the NDR peak decays as the temperature in-
creases. This NDR has been rationalized by an electrochemical
oxidation/reduction or resonant-tunneling mechanism.15-17
Support for this oxidation/reduction mechanism was provided
by the correspondence between the threshold potential for the
electrical conductance (2.09 V) and the electrochemical poten-
tial (1.67 V).15,19 However, the resonant-tunneling cannot
explain the hysteretic NDR.8
Devices showing NDR at room temperature (RT) are of
interest for many practical applications.20,21 However, the poor
reproducibility in device construction and the limited device
stability have hampered extensive study on NDR. Kiehl and co-
workers showed that a SAM of AN-OPE deposited on an Au
electrode coupled to a Hg electrode covered with a tetradecane-
thiolate (RS) leads to a more well-defined and stable NDR at
RT.5 In this system, a distinct sweep-rate dependence in the
NDR hysteresis loop was observed for a bias voltage near∼0.6 V.
The presence of hysteresis rules out a resonant tunneling mecha-
nism.3,4,8-10 Based on the observed hysteresis and a variety of
detailed features of the characteristics, Kiehl et al. proposed a
charge capture (QC) mechanism to explain the macroscopic
I-V behavior. However, an atomistic level analysis of such a
charge capture process and other possible mechanisms has not
yet been established.
Several studies suggest that the conformational change would
be a plausible mechanism to explain hysteretic I-V curve,14,22
and the external electric field can induce conformational change
of the molecule in the junction.14,23-26 In particular, Donhauser
et al. reported STM studies in which isolated AN-OPEmolecules
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contained in a dodecane-thiolate SAM on an Au substrate show
at least two states having different conductances.14 They showed
that the transition from the high-conductance state to the low-
conductance state is switched by applying an external electric
field. However, no detailed atomic level description of the
mechanism was provided.
In this paper, we use first-principles theory to analyze the
sweep-rate-dependent hysteresis of NDR observed in Kiehl’s
system, focusing on the possibility of electric-field-based con-
formational changes. We find that this system has two states:
• high-conductance phase stable at low fields and
• low-conductance phase stable high-fields.
The transition between the two phases is driven by the
interaction between the external field and the molecular dipole
moment of the middle benzene ring in AN-OPE. Using Monte
Carlo simulations with coarse-grained Hamiltonian, we investi-
gated how such a molecular conformational change results in a
sweep-rate-dependent hysteresis in the NDR as well as the
detailed kinetics of transition.
’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two Conformations of AN-OPE. We first investigated the
conformations of AN-OPE molecules when they are packed on
top of Au surface. To obtain the structures and energetics of AN-
OPE SAM, we carried out density functional theory (DFT)
calculations using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package
(VASP).27 We employed the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)
generalized gradient approximation exchange-correlation density
functional with a plane wave basis set (540 eV cutoff), and only the
gamma point is sampled in the reciprocal space for the evaluation of
relative energetics and structures of these large systems (67 atoms
per periodic cell).
The Au electrode part is modeled as a three-layer Au(111)
surface with all gold atoms fixed at their bulk value (a = 2.8838 Å).
Then, theAN-OPEmoleculeswere anchored on the 3 3Au(111)
surface through sulfur atoms with hexagonal packing.
Figure 1a shows the optimized conformation of AN-OPE
SAM. The three phenyl rings are coplanar, forming a well-con-
jugated structure, which we label as P (for planar). Here the
lowest ring is connected to the Au electrode via a thiolate group.
The middle ring (containing the functional groups) has a twist
angle of χ = 4 with respect to the bottom ring (χ = 0 for the
isolated OPE). This structure packs on the Au surface as (3 3),
with the axis of the molecule along the [1100] direction, and a tilt
angle θ = 66 from the z-axis. Interestingly, we found that the
adjacent amino and nitro groups form hydrogen bonding (HB)
networks along the [1120] direction.
To understand the local electronic structure and local inter-
actions of the organic molecular part, we performed a single-
point nonperiodic QM calculation of an isolated AN-OPE mole-
cule with three Au atoms that are connected to the AN-OPE.
Here, we utilized the Jaguar package28 with same PBE exchange-
correlation functional and LACVP** basis set.
We found that the polar amino and nitro groups lead to a large
dipole moment of 9.24 (7.22) debye (D) with the z-axis com-
ponent ([0001] direction) of 5.74 (3.55) D, the component
along [1100] (tilt direction) of 4.44 (3.35) D, and the compo-
nent along [1120] (HB direction) of 5.72 (5.32) D. These dipole
moments were determined from the analysis ofMulliken charges,
while the values in parentheses are from the full quantum
mechanical wave functions.
The inter AN-OPE interaction energies on the SAM, Uij, are
determined from the difference between dimer energy and
doubled monomer energy (defined in eq 1) when two isolated
AN-OPEmolecules are aligned along three different directions of
[1010], [0110], and [1120]:
Uij ¼ E2ðAN-OPE þ 3AUÞ - 2 EAN-OPEþ3AU ð1Þ
The value of Uij between two planar conformations is shown in
Table 1. We note that Uij along the [1120] direction shows the
largest stabilization energy of-7.19 kcal/mol, which results from
the HB interactions.
We obtained another conformation named T (for twisted) in
which the AN-OPE molecule is tilted along [1100]. Figure 1b
shows the T conformation, which is 4.85 kcal/mol less stable
Figure 1. (a) Optimized geometry for the low-field structure (P) of
AN-OPE SAM. Here [0001] is the surface normal, and the views are
along the z-axis (upper middle), y-axis (lower middle), and x-axis (lower
right). The left picture is a perspective along the axis of one plane of
molecules. The hydrogen bonding network is aligned along the [1120]
direction. (b) Optimized geometry for the high-field structure (T) of
AN-OPE SAM. Here [0001] is the surface normal, and the views are
along the z-axis (upper middle), y-axis (lower middle), and x-axis (lower
right). The left picture is a perspective along the axis of one plane of
molecules. The hydrogen bonding network is aligned along the [1010]
direction.
Table 1. AN-OPE Interaction Energies Uij, for MC
Calculationsa
[1010] pair [0110] pair [1120] pair
{i, j} ⊂ P -3.95 -5.00 -7.19
{i, j} ⊂ T -7.66 -3.12 -0.61
{i ∈ P, j ∈ T} or {i ∈ P, j ∈ P} -5.70 -2.56 3.13
aAlll energy values are in kcal/mol.
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than P. The middle and terminal phenyl rings are rotated from
the bottom one by χ = 160. Although this twist angle is not
stable for the isolated AN-OPE, it becomes metastable in the
packed system (Figure 2). The rotation of the middle ring
changes the direction of amino/nitro groups along [1010] from
[1120], leading the hydrogen bond network to be aligned along
[1010]. The axis of the molecule is at θ = 71 from the z-axis.
FromQM calculations, we find that the dipole moment of T is
8.71 (6.88) Dwith the component along [0001] of 7.04 (4.62) D, a
component along [1100] (tilt direction) of-3.32 (-3.40) D, and a
component along [1010] (HB direction) of 5.12 (5.10) D.
Using eq 1, the values of Uij between two isolated T con-
formation AN-OPEs are determined and shown in Table 1. For
the T conformation,Uij along the [1010] direction (HB network
direction) is the most stable with the value of -7.66 kcal/mol.
Electrical Conductivities of P and T. Based on the calculated
geometries of the ground state (P) and the metastable state (T)
phase of AN-OPE SAM, we estimated the electrical conductiv-
ities (σ) of both SAM conformations. Current-voltage (I-V)
performance through the device is estimated by combining
Green’s function theory with the DFT Hamiltonian. Since this
functionality is implemented in the SeqQuest program,29,30 we
determined the DFT Hamiltonian for transmittance calculations
using the SeqQuest program with same PBE functional. These
calculations partition the tunneling Hamiltonian using the
Gaussian basis function representation. The current is calculated
using eq 2
IðVÞ ¼ 2e
h
Z ¥
-¥
TðE,VÞ½f1ðE,VÞ- f2ðE,VÞ dE ð2Þ
whereT(E,V) is the transmission function of the AN-OPESAMpart.
The experiments use a top Hg electrode covered with a
tetradecane-thiolate (RS), the atomic structure of which is not
certain due to the amorphous character of the Hg electrode and
the fluctuations in the alkyl thiol at room temperature. Instead,
our calculations use a second three-layer Au(111) surface 12 Å
above the bottom electrode from the bottom Au(111) electrode,
which is in contact with the AN-OPE SAM.
The density of states (DOS) and the transmission function
T(E, V) of P and T phases are shown in Figure 3a and 3b,
respectively. These were employed to obtain the I-V curve and
σ-V curve (the derivative of the I-V curve) shown in Figure 4.
Over the range of 0-1.5 V, we see that σP is ∼10 times larger
than σT on average. To validate the effect of using an arbitrary
chosen position of top electrode, we placed the top electrode
distant from the OPE SAM, which is 20 Å above the bottom
electrode (see Figures S1 and S2). Due to the vacuum part
introduced between two electrodes, the total tunneling current is
dramatically decreased; however, the general tendency is similar.
In particular, the key finding that the σP is larger than σT is
observed regardless of the top electrode position, which can be
understood as a consequence of more overlapped π orbitals of P
conformation that can be used a current tunneling channel.33
Coarse-Grained NN Interacting Hamiltonian. To under-
stand the kinetics of AN-OPE SAM during the voltage sweep,
we first designed the nearest neighbor (NN) interacting
Hamiltonian
H ¼
XN
i¼ 1
ðEtorsioni - DiFÞ þ
X
NN
Uij ð3Þ
where Ei
torsion is the internal torsional energy of the ith AN-OPE
molecule due to twisting the AN-OPE by an angle χ. This is
estimated from the energy versus twisting angle χ curve
(Figure 2), leading to 0.01 kcal/mol per AN-OPE when i ∈ P
and 0.23 kcal/mol when i ∈ T.
Uij is the intermolecular interaction energy between ith and jth
AN-OPE, where the summation over NN denotes that the
summation is over nearest neighbors. There are two interactions
each for three directions: [1010], [0110], and [1120]. To avoid
double counting, however, we used just one interaction per
direction, Uij. From the nonperiodic QM calculations, the Uij
terms when two AN-OPE molecules are in the same conforma-
tion, i.e., {i, j} ⊂ P or {i, j} ⊂ T, were already determined and
tabulated in Table 1. In order to obtain the rest of the terms,
which are Uij values when {i ∈ P, j ∈ T} or {i ∈ T, j ∈ P}, we
performed molecular mechanics (MM) calculations because
investigation of these terms requires at least a 2  2 extended
cell containing four AN-OPEmolecules, which is a large cell to be
examined by QM methods. We used the DREIDING force
field31 (FF) with the charges based on Mulliken charge analysis
from Jaguar calculations. We considered seven possible packings
within a 2  2 unit cell:
• AP, all P’s;
• AT, all T’s;
• P3T1, 3 P’s and 1 T;
• P2T21010, 2 P’s and 2 T’s aligned along [1010];
• P2T20110, 2 P’s and 2 T’s aligned along [0110];
• P2T21120, 2 P’s and 2 T’s aligned along [1120];
• P1T3, 1 P and 3 T’s.
The relative energy of AT compared to AP is 4.97 kcal/mol
from FF energy in agreement with the QM energy value of 4.85
kcal/mol, which ensures the quality of calculated FF energies.
This good correspondence is because the inter-AN-OPE inter-
actions are dominated by the van der Waal’s energy and the
electrostatic energy, which are unambiguously defined in FF
parameters. Using these FF energies, we fitted theUij terms when
{i∈ P, j∈T} or {i∈T, j∈ P}with a least-squared fitting method.
The final values are shown in Table 1.
Di is the [0001] component (z-direction) of the dipole moment
of the ith AN-OPE, and F is the [0001] component of the external
electric field. To evaluate this term, we applied the electric field to
the above seven different 2 2 packed systems and then obtained
the FF energies under external electric field of 1.2 V/Å. The fitted
values based on these FF energies are Di = 5.48 D per AN-OPE
when i ∈ P and 7.30 D when i ∈ T, which are quite comparable to
Figure 2. Torsional strain energy Ei
torsion as a function of twisting angle
χ fromQM(PBE) on the isolatedmolecule. The energy at χ = 4 (corre-
sponding to P) is 0.01 kcal/mol higher than the ground state energy at
χ = 0. The energy at χ = 160 (which corresponds to T) is 0.23 kcal/
mol higher than the energy at χ = 0, leading to the 0.22 kcal/mol higher
Ei
torsion of T compared to Ei
torsion of P.
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the dipoles from Mulliken charge analysis, which are 5.74 and 7.03
D, respectively.
Final results from various methods, QM, FF, and NN models,
are compared in Figure 5 without an external electric field (part
b) and under 1.2 V/Å external electric field (part a). All relative
energy values show good agreement with each other.
Response to Constant External Field. To describe the
dynamics and kinetics of a large simulation cell mimicking an
AN-OPE SAM system, we performed a lattice Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation using a simplified nearest neighbor (NN) inter-
action Hamiltonian (eq 3). This coarse-grained Hamiltonian is
modeled from the first-principles methods.
We considered a two-dimensional rhombic MC simulation
cell containing 50  50 lattice points with periodic boundary
Figure 3. Density of states (DOS) and transmission function T(E) from QM cacluations of (a) P structure and (b) T structure. The top electrode is
located 12 Å above the bottom electrode.
Figure 4. (a) Current through P conformation, IP, and current through
T conformation, IT, versus the bias voltage V determined from the
NEGF QM calculations using the DOS and T(E) of Figure S4. (b)
Conductivity of P conformation, σP, and conductivity of T conforma-
tion, σT, versus the bias voltage V determined from (a). The top
electrode is located 12 Å above the bottom electrode. σP is ∼10 times
larger than σT.
Figure 5. (a) Energies of various conformations of AN-OPE relative to
the AP conformation computed with a 1.2 V/Å external field from FF
calculations (black histograms) and NN model calculations (orange
histograms). (b) Energies of various conformations of AN-OPE relative
to the AP conformation computed with no external field from FF
calculations (black histograms), NN model calculations (orange
histograms), and QM calculations (green histograms).
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conditions. Our code employed the Metropolis algorithm, with
each Monte Carlo step (MCS) defined as 50  50 = 2500 MC
trials with a fixed external field applied in the [0001] direction.
These MC simulations are similar to the previous study of an
Ising model in a time-dependent magnetic field, which was
applied to investigate the magnetic hysteresis loop.32
We simulated the response of the SAM initially covered with
all P’s to the 1.2 V/Å external field during 1.2 106Monte Carlo
steps (MCS) at T = 300 K. Figures 6a and 6b show the time
evolution of the system starting with all P’s and ending with all
T’s and the population change with the electrical conductivity
change during this P-to-T transition, respectively. In our simula-
tions, we observed no T states until just before 55 184 MCS, but
within the next 15 steps, half of the neighbors along [1120] have
transformed, and after another 15 steps the entire [1120] line is
transformed to the T. Then, by 405 907MCS a total of 19 [1120]
lines have transformed, all of which are neighbors to the original
transformed line. Then, at 486 389 MCS, we see that a second
[1120] swath has nucleated. By 697 272 MCS, these two have
grown to 28 and 7 adjacent lines but still just two swathes. Then,
from 697 273 MCS, they are merged into one swath. Finally, by
1 008 706 MCS, the full system is transformed to T. The
electrical conductivity of the entire SAM is evaluated from the
convolution of a fraction of each conformation (Figure 6b) with
its characteristic I-V curve (Figure 4). Along with the decrease
of the P population, the total conductivity through the SAM also
decreases.
The analysis of the snapshots demonstrates that the time to
complete the transformation of each line in [1120] after initia-
tion is 26.32 MCS, leading to the rate constant of propagation
k[1120] = 5.48 Å/MCS. The k[1120] shows almost no dependence
on the temperature (Figure 7a, top), which suggests that the
energy barrier for the propagation is negligible. Thus, once one
AN-OPE is switched, it nucleates the transformation which
propagates quickly along the [1120] line. This is quite reason-
able, given the energetic stability of P2T2[1120] (Figure 5). Later,
another nucleation event occurs leading to subsequent transfor-
mation of another [1120] line. Typically this subsequent trans-
formation takes place adjacent to the precedent transformed line
in the [1100] direction.
Therefore, the rate-determining step for the entire phase
transition is nucleation, as usual, nucleation-propagation me-
chanisms. The middle panel of Figure 7a shows the probability,
P(t), of exhibiting no nucleation until time t. To obtain the
nucleation time (τ) when one [1120] line is already transformed,
we analyzed the nucleation events initiated next to the [1120]
Figure 6. (a) Snapshots during P-to-T transition fromMC simulation with 1.2 V/Å external field. The first nucleation occurred at 55 184MCS, then the
line propagated until 55 214 MCS, and then the [1120] line propagated until 55 214 MCS. More nucleation and propagation along [1120] take place,
and finally, the full system is transformed by 1 008 706MCS. We note that increased bias voltage yields a faster P-to-T transition. (b) Time dependence
of P and T populations and electrical conductivity through the SAM during P-to-T transition. (c) Snapshots during T-to-P transition from MC
simulation without an external field. The first nucleation occurred at 486 389 MCS, and then the [1120] line propagates until 486 410 MCS. More
nucleation and propagation along [1120] take place, and finally, the full system is transformed by 2 377 335 MCS. (d) Time dependence of P and T
populations and electrical conductivity through the SAM during T-to-P transition.
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line among the snapshots. We found that the nucleation process
is a Poisson process, in which P(t) decays exponentially with
time. We obtained a value of τ = 5583 MCS by fitting P(t).
To obtain the nucleation time (τ0) in the absence of the
transformed [1120] line, we carried out an additional 50 simula-
tions to determine when the first P transforms to the T, showing
that this process proceeds as a Poisson process with τ0 = 274 193
MCS, which is∼50 time larger than τ. (See the bottom panel of
Figure 7a.)
Figures 6c shows the time evolution of the system with no
external field starting with all T’s and ending with all P’s, while
Figure 6d shows the population change with the electrical
conductivity change during this T-to-P transition. The overall
process is quite similar to that of the P-to-T transition. The first
nucleation occurred at 486 389 MCS, and then, the neighbors
along [1120] showed fast transition to P within 21 MCS. While
this swath is growing along the [1100] direction, the second and
the third nucleation without next transformed line occurred at
1 174 624MCS and 1 239 313MCS, respectively. Finally, the full
system is transformed to P by 2 377 335 MCS. During the
transition, the total conductivity through the SAM increases
along with the decrease of the P population.
During T-to-P transition, the average time to complete each
line of [1120] growth is 25.38 MCS, leading to k[1120] = 5.68
Å/MCSwith no temperature dependency (Figure 7b, top panel).
The nucleation times were studied in the same manner as the
P-to-T transition. The nucleation process follows Poisson statis-
tics with τ = 72 926 MCS and τ0 = 357 135 MCS in the presence
and the absence of the next transformed [1120] line, respectively
(Figure 7b, middle and bottom panels).
The interaction between P and T is smaller than the interac-
tion between P and P or T and T by an average of∼8.6 kcal/mol
(Table 1), due to the loss of HB or less-favorable van der Waal’s
interaction caused by the packing of two different conformations.
This infers that the boundary of [1120] line is energetically less
stable, leading a fast transformation at the boundary. This well
explains why τ is smaller than τ0.
We also found τ during the P-to-T transition is smaller than τ
during the T-to-P transition. This is because the formation of the
T-T HB network is accompanied by the expansion of the
[1120] swath along [1100] during the P-to-T transition, while
the loss of the T-THBnetwork is accompanied during the T-to-
P transition.
NDR for Time-Dependent Electric Field. Applying a time-
dependent external field, we calculated the response of the
system to voltage sweeps at various sweep rates. For each sweep,
themagnitude of the external field was increased linearly until F =
1.4 V/Å (corresponding to 1.5 V bias voltage in the forward
sweep; see Appendix S1 of the Supporting Information), and
then it was decreased at the same rate until the field was 0 V/Å
(corresponding to 0 V bias voltage in backward sweep). The
sweep rates were 1  10-8, 4  10-8, and 2  10-7 V/MCS.
The resultant I-V curves are shown in Figure 8a. Although the
current drops dramatically at sufficiently high voltage for all cases,
we found that faster sweeps let the systems stay in the P phase at
higher voltage, which agrees with experimental observations.
Thus, the simulations show clearly both the NDR phenomena
and the hysteretic behavior with sweep rate dependence as
observed experimentally. During the backward sweep, the simu-
lations find that the T state transforms back to P at ∼0.2 V bias
voltage with slower sweep rates.
To determine the total charge associated with the NDR
region, we integrated the current from the peak to the valley in
Figure 8a. This amount of charge (QF) flowing through the
junction during NDR is an important physical quantity that
characterizes the QC model.5 The calculated QF values are
Figure 7. (a) P-to-T transition; (b) T-to-P transition. Top panels show the temperature dependence of the propagation rate along [1120], k[1120].
Middle panels show the probability, P(t), of exhibiting no nucleation by time t for the case when the nucleation is initiated next to another [1120] line.
The dotted lines is an exponential fit of P(t). This leads to a nucleation rate of τ = 5583MCS for the P-to-T transition and τ = 72 926MCS for the T-to-P
transition. Bottom panels show the probability, P(t), of exhibiting no nucleation by time t for the case when the nucleation is initiated in the absence of
the next [1120] line. The exponential fit leads to a nucleation rate of τ0 = 274 193 MCS for the P-to-T transition and τ0 = 357 135 MCS for the T-to-P
transition.
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• QF = 4.34  104 μA 3MCS/Å2 for sweep rates of 1  10-8
V/MCS
• QF = 1.87  104 μA 3MCS/Å2 for sweep rates of 4  10-8
V/MCS, and
• QF = 1.03  104 μA 3MCS/Å2 for sweep rates of 2  10-7
V/MCS.
Figure 8b shows the sweep rate versus QF plots from the
simulation (left panel) and from the experiment (right panel).
The simulations reproduce the experimental observation thatQF
decreases with increasing sweep rate. Additionally, we find that
changing the sweep rate by 20 times only changes the QF by 4.2
times, which can be compared to the experimental observation
that theQF varies 2.5 times while the sweep rate changes by∼20
times.5
The NDR peak from the MC simulations is sharp over a
voltage range of ∼0.15 V while the experimental NDR peak is
smooth with a range of ∼0.25 V. The sharpness and smaller
voltage range in the simulations may result from the finite size of
the simulation cell with the use of periodic boundary conditions
(PBC). The size of our periodic cell is 1620 nm2 compared to the
experiment of O(cm2). To check the finite size effect of the PBC,
we obtained the total time taken for the complete P-to-T
transition under the constant external field of F, tP-to-T(F), for
various PBC cell sizes of 10 10 = 100, 30 30 = 900, 40 40 =
1600, 50 50 = 2500, and 60 60 = 3600. The dependence of
tP-to-T(F) on the cell dimension is shown in Figure 9. We found
that the finite size effect highly overestimated the tP-to-T(F), and
this tendency is maximized when the external electric field is near
the critical point of Fc (=0.56 V/Å) where phase transition
occurs. It is well-known that this finite-size effect becomes serious
near the critical point of a phase transition.18 As a result, the
system does not show the phase transition for moderate external
fields; instead, it eventually occurs in a rapid and simultaneous
manner at very high electric fields. This leads the theoretical
NDR to be sharp and narrow.
We also idealized the degrees of freedom for the molecules
into two states, which consider the perfectly crystallized phases
for infinite AN-OPEs to be connected through the HB network.
In an actual device, many other states are possible that differ only
by slight changes in the orientation of the AN-OPE since it
is a flexible molecule. This flexibility of the SAM at 300 K will
broaden the energy density of states of P and T, making the phase
transition become smoother. Furthermore, we can consider
the possibility of formation of disordered states, i.e., noncrystal-
line phases during the kinetic process of voltage sweep. Once
some part of the AN-OPE SAM is disordered, it will not be
responsible for the NDR behavior. We believe the experimental
observation that the NDR peak decreasing with successive sweep
cycles and eventually disappearing34 is caused by the expansion
of disordered phases.
Next, we examined if our mechanism for AN-OPE can account
for the NDR behaviors of other OPE-derivative systems. The
bare OPE (B-OPE) containing no NH2 or NO2 group can have
neither a significant dipole moment nor HB network. Therefore,
no NDR peak is expected for B-OPE SAM systems, in agreement
with experiment.34 For the 2-nitro-OPE (N-OPE) SAM contain-
ing only NO2 group without NH2 group, we found that it can
form a similar HB network (see Figure 10, and details are
described in Appendix S2 of the Supporting Information). This
infers that the N-OPE SAM system can show a similar NDR
behavior, also in agreement with experiment.34
’CONCLUSIONS
We suggest a mechanism to explain the room temperature
hystereticNDRbehavior observed in Kiehl’smetal-molecule-metal
junctions. Using a multiscale simulation paradigm, we developed
a coarse-grained nearest neighbor interaction Hamiltonian from the
energetics determined by first-principles methods. By coupling
the coarse-grained Hamiltonian with the Monte Carlo technique,
we were able to explain the origin of the hysteretic NDR.
Figure 8. (a) Current-voltage (I-V) curves calculated at 300 K from
MC simulations combined with the I-V results of the QM Green’s
function calculations. Results for three sweeping rates are shown: S (blue
line), 1 10-8 V/MCS;M (red line), 4 10-8 V/MCS; F (black line),
2  10-7 V/MCS. Inset is the experimental I-V curves from the ref 4
with three different sweeping rates: S (blue line), 21 mV/s; M (red line),
83 mV/s; F (black line), 415 mV/s. (b) Sweep rate dependence of the
integral of the current from the peak to the valley during NDR,QF, from
current simulation (left panel) and experiment4 (right panel).
Figure 9. Total time taken for the complete P-to-T transition, tP-to-T, by
varying the area of the periodic simulation cell as 10 10 = 100, 30 30
= 900, 40 40 = 1600, 50 50 = 2500, and 60 60 = 3600. The black
line denotes the change of tP-to-T under the external field of F = 1.2 V/Å,
the red line denotes the change of tP-to-T scaled by 10 under the external
field of F = 1.0 V/Å, and the blue line denotes the change of tP-to-T scaled
by 15 under the external field of F = 0.95 V/Å. The tP-to-T value is
converged at the areas of 900-1600 and 2500-3600 when F = 1.2 and
1.0 V/Å, respectively. When F = 0.95 V/Å, the tP-to-T value is not
converged until the area of 3600. This infers that we need much larger
simulation cell to get the right converged value of tP-to-T as F approaches
the critical field, Fc = 0.56 V/Å. Otherwise, we will get the overestimated
value of tP-to-T near Fc.
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According to our mechanism, experimentally observed NDR
behavior is the consequence of the kinetic effect of the molecular
AN-OPE SAM during the voltage sweep cycle. The energetic
preference between two different phases (named as P and T) is
altered by the balance of intermolecular interactions (two-body
interaction term) and the dipole-electric field interaction (one-
body interaction term). The P phase has better intermolecular
interactions making it stable in low bias-voltage, while the T
phase has a better dipole-electric field interaction due to the
rotation of the second phenyl ring, which stabilizes it at high bias-
voltage. Thus, the forward voltage sweep induces the rotation of
the second phenyl ring of the AN-OPEmolecules, leading a P-to-
T phase transition while backward voltage sweep induces the
T-to-P phase transition. This rotation of the second phenyl ring
suppresses the π orbital overlaps between phenyl rings, which
result in the lower electrical conductance of the T phase
compared to the P phase.
We investigated the kinetics during the electric-field-induced
phase transitions using Monte Carlo simulation techniques,
leading to qualitative agreement with experiments covering
observances in other OPE-derivative-based devices. Our results
provide a plausible mechanism for understanding the observed
room-temperature NDR phenomena which should be useful in
developing molecular systems exhibiting the type of NDR
characteristics needed for practical electronic circuitry.
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